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Motivation

Need recovery methods to ensure atomicity and durability in a database management system (DBMS)

The design of traditional  logging and recovery methods  in DBMS are heavily influenced by the hardware 

medium the DB is stored in, until now: SSD and HDD.

Look at how to optimize DBMS recovery methods for a hybrid storage hierarchy with DRAM and new 

NVM technologies.



Related work

Previous work (on NVM-only system) has shown that optimizing the storage method of DBMS for NVM 

device improves performance and lifetime. 

Work done on using NVM and HDD for storing the log and database respectively.



New Non Volatile Memory (NVM)
- Almost as fast as DRAM (4x latency)

- Random access

- Persistent

- Fine grained reads and writes



Memory Comparison
DRAM NVM SSD HDD

speed very high high medium low

read/write level byte byte page sector

cost high high medium low

capacity low low (current) medium high

persistent no yes yes yes

comment cannot overwrite: 
must erase on 
block level. Limited 
nr of writes.

fragile. Terrible 
performance on 
random access.



Write Ahead Logging: ARIES

Developed by IBM in the 90s.

Main idea: Batch updates together to improve I/O performance (both speed and usage of medium).

Write sequentially to log to ensure atomicity and durability.

Steal: can write non-committed updates to DB => need undo phase in recovery.

No-force: do not have to flush updates to DB on commit.

On-commit: flush log to persistent storage.

Fuzzy checkpointing: update DB with modifications from both committed and uncommitted transactions. 



Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC)

A tuple can have multiple versions that are visible to different transactions.

A tuple is only visible to transactions with read time between (begin-CTS, end-CTS).  CTS = commit 

timestamp. The CTS is incremented with each committed transaction.



MVCC ARIES

Runtime Operation

- Perform changes of transactions in memory 

and create log records

Commit Procedure

1. Gather log entries of committing 

transaction (group commit => multiple 

transactions)

2. Flush log entries to persistent storage

3. Mark transaction(s) as committed



MVCC Aries

Checkpointing:

- Flush changes of only committed 

transactions to persistent storage. 

(No-steal)

- Truncate unnecessary log records

Recovery Procedure

1. Analysis: read through log

2. Redo: Redo un-flushed changes



Write Behind Logging (WBL)

Record changes in the database before recording it 

in the log

Less writes

Faster

Prolong lifetime





Keywords

C
p
 = Timestamp of the latest committed 

transaction all of whose changes and updates of 

prior transactions are safely persisted on durable 

storage

C
d
 = Commit timestamp that the DBMS promises 

to not to assign to any transaction before the 

subsequent group commit finishes. 

(C
p
, C

d
) pair called Commit Timestamp Gap

Atomicity: Either all modifications made by a 

transaction occur, or nothing occurs. 







Recovery

Traverse log backwards to obtain commit 

timestamp gaps and timestamps of long running 

transactions.

Tuple visibility - ignoring modifications

Garbage collector - removing modifications



Replication

Synchronous

Asynchronous

WBL construct WAL like records

Synchronous -> Immediately start process new 

transactions after restart

NVM Evaluation Platform

Existing NVMs too small -> simulation



Results

YCSB: Key-value store workload from Yahoo.

TPC-C: Order-entry application of a wholesale 
supplier. 

WAL and WBL as protocol

DRAM as primary memory

NVM, SSD and HDD as storage device



Runtime performance





Recovery time



Storage footprint



Replication time


